
 
 

WORLD BANK WORKSHOP ON CLIMATE RISKS AND 
VULNERABILITIES OF ALBANIA’S ENERGY SECTOR  
 

10 March 2009, Tirana International Hotel, Skanderbeg Square 8, 
Tirana, Albania  
 

Facilitators’ Agenda 
Objectives of Workshop 
 
This workshop brings together many of the key stakeholders in Albania’s energy sector, 
including government ministries and agencies, utilities and corporations, private 
companies, expert consultants and university academics, as well as energy sector 
experts from the World Bank and other international organizations.  
 
The objective of the workshop is to develop a shared understanding among these 
stakeholders of the climate risks and vulnerabilities of Albania’s energy sector. A second 
workshop will be held in April 2009, when actions to manage these risks will be 
discussed. Note: We need to focus on assessing risks and vulnerabilities at this 1st 
workshop. Participants may want to discuss risk management actions – it is fine to let 
the discussion drift a little into this, but we will be pressed for time as it is, and we need 
to make sure we have covered risks and vulnerabilities well. You can remind participants 
that the 2nd workshop will address risk management. 
 
It is intended that this work will help to support the development of policies and 
projects (future energy assets) in Albania that are robust in the face of climatic 
uncertainties. It should also assist in managing Albania’s existing energy assets. 
 

Group Facilitator Scribe 

**NOTE: All groups also to discuss energy demand issues** 
Large and small HPP 
generation AND DEMAND 
(OR, IF NOT ENOUGH 
PEOPLE are interested in 
electricity transmission (see 
row 3) then this group to do 
LARGE HPP + electricity 
transmission) 

 

Besim Islami Note: This group will be 
working in Albanian  
 
Aferdita Ponari 

Other forms of energy 
generation: thermal power 

Ivaylo Mirchev, WP Magnus Gehringer + Lucy 
Hancock 
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plants & renewable energy 
(solar, wind etc)  

 
Electricity transmission OR 
SMALL HPP + electricity 
transmission if there aren’t 
enough people interested in 
transmission  

 

Stuart Arch, WP Tony Lim 

Fossil fuel supply & 
transmission / 
transportation 

Richenda Connell, 
Acclimatise 

Jane Ebinger 

 
1. Each working group will have the following materials to aid the discussion: 

 Selected A3 maps of assets overlaid with climate change projections for 
individual variables - 3 copies of each map, to be put on table so all participants 
can see them. 

 Business Risks Pathways Model – 1 copy per participant, in Albanian or English 
 Handouts showing the full set of climate change variables – 1 copy per 

participant 
 Some photos and diagrams of assets – 1 copy of each, to be put on table. 

2. It is important that the groups see their points being recorded on flipcharts. 
Facilitators and scribes need to agree how they will work together: If the facilitator 
likes to write on flipcharts, then the scribe should record notes in a notebook too. If 
the facilitator doesn’t like to write, then the scribe should record notes on flipcharts. 

3. There will be 2 floating translators moving between the 3 English speaking groups, in 
case there are technical terms that need translating. We will ask them to keep 
moving from group to group. 

 

Agenda 
Time Item Who 

8.00 – 9.00 Registration, coffee and refreshments  

Whole team to be at venue for 08.00 prompt. Pick up 
name badge & a delegates’ pack from front desk. Find 
plenary room and your breakout room. Take GIS maps 
and other handouts for your group from Chen. Check 
you have flipcharts & pens, Bluetack & sticky dots in 
your room. Write titles on 10 separate flipcharts as 
shown in 12.30 - 13.00 slot below, blue text and stick 
these around the room using Bluetack. 
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Time Item Who 

Stuart and Chen to set up laptop in plenary room, 
check presentations and GIS on data projector. 

9.00 – 9.05 Welcome Camille Nuamah, 
World Bank 

9.05 – 9.20 Introduction and workshop objectives Dr Suzana Guxholli, 
Council of Ministers 

9.20 – 10.45 Plenary session  

9.20 – 9.40 Briefing:  
 Overview of World Bank assignment  
 Aims of today’s workshop 
 Overview of climate change 
 Decision-making in the face of climate risks and 

uncertainties 

 See PowerPoint PDF  

Dr Richenda Connell, 
Acclimatise 
 

9.40 – 10.00 Briefing:   
 Observed climate variability and trends in 

Albania 
 Climate change projections for Albania 

 We won’t have this in advance 

Dr Eglantina Bruci, 
UNDP 
 

10.00 – 10.20 Briefing: 
 Current understanding of vulnerabilities of 

Albania’s energy sector to climate risks 

 See PowerPoint PDF 

Dr Besim Islami, 
Energy consultant 

10.20 – 10.45 Question & answer session All 

10.45 – 11.15 Break and workshop photo  

11.15 – 13.00 Workshop session 1  

11.15 – 11.25  Structure of working groups 
 Questions to be discussed 
 See PowerPoint PDF 

Dr Richenda Connell 

11.25 – 11.45  Mapping Albania’s energy assets against 
climate risks  

 Stuart to present the GIS with climate maps 
overlaid. Needs to switch on and off different 
combinations of asset type and climate data. 
DISCUSS WHICH COMBINATIONS TO SHOW, 

Stuart Arch, 
WorleyParsons  
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Time Item Who 

noting which maps each breakout group will 
have – as per Liudmila’s email of 4 March 11.11 

11.45 – 12.00 Participants go to breakout rooms  

12.00 – 12.30 Working groups discuss overall strategies and 
objectives for Albania’s energy sector: 

  Hydropower generation 
 Other forms of energy generation: thermal 

power plants & renewable energy (solar, wind 
etc) 

 Electricity transmission 
 Fossil fuel supply & transmission / 

transportation 

 Note: We only have 30 mins for this session – it 
will be very tight. 

 Managing expectations: Start by saying clearly 
to participants that we recognise we have a lot 
to get through in these sessions and we know 
we won’t be able to get to the bottom of all the 
issues. Our aim today is to identify the ‘big 
ticket items’. Tell people that we also have a 
full day of meetings tomorrow, to discuss these 
issues in more depth with some key agencies, 
companies.  

 Ask people to very quickly introduce 
themselves (name + job title).  

 Circulate a piece of paper for people to write 
their names on, so we have a record of who is 
in each group. 

 First, look at GIS print outs with group. Ask 
group to confirm that asset locations shown on 
GIS are correct – but don’t spend more than 10 
mins on this.  Use sticky dots or highlighter 
pens to add on missing assets. If this is taking 
too long, ask a few participants to add extra 
sticky dots over lunch break. 

 The main aim of this session is to set the 
context for the later discussion on climate 
vulnerabilities and risks. Discuss:  

o What does the system look like now - 

All 
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Time Item Who 

location and type of infrastructure?  
o What are the future plans / vision?  
o Are there particularly critical assets? 
o What is the current condition of 

existing assets (some are old, in great 
need of rehabilitation)? 

o The move towards privatisation 
o Refer people to the issues shown in the 

right hand column of the Business Risks 
Pathways Model. This figure is included 
in the set of working group handouts 
and is also included below.  

12.30 – 13.00 Working groups discuss climatic vulnerabilities, 
sensitivities & critical performance thresholds of 
existing & planned energy sector assets: 

 How do climatic conditions currently affect 
Albania’s energy sector? 

 What are the effects of current climatic 
variability? 

 Again, note only 30 mins for this session, so 
need to be efficient in discussion. Also this 
discussion will likely need to continue for part 
of the afternoon session too. 

 Here we are asking people to discuss their 
experience of the existing climatic 
vulnerabilities, critical thresholds of their 
systems, as a pre-cursor to discussing climate 
change impacts in the afternoon. 

 Discuss effects of extreme climatic events (e.g. 
heavy rainfall causing flooding, storms, coastal 
storm surges, snow, extreme heat waves), as 
well as longer-term average conditions, such as 
droughts, hot summers.  

 Focus the discussion on the issues shown in 
blue below. Record the discussion on the 10 
flipcharts. Remind people that these direct 
impacts have important knock-on 
consequences, as shown in the right hand 
column of the Business Risks Pathways Model – 
so when you are recording on the flipcharts, 

All 
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Time Item Who 

you will be capturing points raised on these 
knock-on issues too. (Most of the issues in blue 
are from the middle column of the BRPM)  

1. Availability of natural resources & raw 
materials 

2. Reliability of transport, supply chain and 
logistics 

3. Site location and ground conditions 
4. Asset design, performance and integrity (e.g. 

what are critical design thresholds for dams? 
E.g. what happens when a reservoir or run of 
river scheme gets silted up?) 

5. Performance of operations and processes 
6. Emergency planning and business continuity 
7. Workforce health and safety 
8. Environmental performance (on the BRMP, 

several points are listed under this heading) 
9. Social performance (ditto) 
10. Seasonality of energy demand and supply-

demand imbalance (This one is from the right 
hand column of BRPM) 

 
At 13.00 close discussion and send people to lunch. 
If some want to stay around to add more sticky 
dots onto GIS maps, that’s great. Remind people to 
come back to breakout room promptly at 14.00. 
 

13.00 – 14.00 Lunch  

14.00 – 15.30 Workshop session 2 All 

14.00 – 15.00 Working groups discuss climate change risks: 
 It is likely that you will need to continue the 

discussion from before lunch for part of this 
session, before getting on to climate change 
discussion.  

 Remind people to look again at the GIS maps 
and also, if needed, the climate change 
summary handouts. Remind them of the key 
climatic changes: 

 Increasing temperatures – both averages and 
extremes 
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Time Item Who 

 Decreasing seasonal average precipitation 
 Likely increased intensity of heavy precipitation 

events (not shown on climate change maps) 
 Reduced cloud cover 
 Projected changes in wind speeds (highly 

uncertain, unreliable) 
 Sea level rise (not shown on climate change 

maps) 
 How could climate change affect the 

performance of energy sector assets? 
 If extreme climate events occur more 

frequently / more severely, what impacts could 
occur? e.g. heavy rainfall causing flooding, 
storms, coastal storm surges, extreme heat 
waves. Note we don’t have quantitative data 
on changes in extremes, as the modelling 
involved in generating these is very complex / 
uncertain and isn’t yet available for Albania.  

 What are the effects of changes in average 
climatic conditions? 

 Could critical thresholds be exceeded due to 
climate change? 

 We will use the same list of issues shown in 
blue text above to facilitate this discussion. Use 
the same flipcharts to record the discussion. 

 Note re. snow: Projecting changes in snow is 
difficult and we don’t have a map. Changes will 
depend on changes in precipitation amount 
and also temperature. Given that precipitation 
is projected to decrease in Albania in all 
seasons due to CC, and temperatures are 
rising, then we can say that snowfall amounts 
will decline in the future.   

 The groups may identify a lack of knowledge or 
data as a constraint on this discussion e.g. ‘We 
do not know anything about wind in Albania at 
present, let alone in the future with climate 
change, so we don’t know whether wind power 
will be affected’. These are valid points to 
record on flipcharts. 
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Time Item Who 

 
15.00 – 15.30 Working groups agree on priority climate-related risks  

Output of groups = 1 flipchart sheet summarising 
priority climate-related risks, preferably in order of 
priority.  

Note: I have allowed 30 mins for this summarising 
session. In reality, you can do this in 15 mins, if time 
has over-run. 

Close discuss at 15.30 for short break. 

All 

15.30 – 16.00 Break  

16.00 – 17.00 Plenary session  

16.00 – 16.45  Brief feedback from working groups 
 Feedback to be delivered by facilitators – bring 

your single flipchart with you back to the 
plenary to present. 

 Final plenary discussion 

 Participants to reflect on working group 
discussions. We hope that we will have 
developed a shared understanding among 
participants of the climate risks and 
vulnerabilities of Albania’s energy sector, and 
that people will be saying: “We recognise that 
we face challenges on climate risks, that we 
need to take account of in our planning, policy-
making and operations”. 

All 

16.45 – 17.00 Next steps, thanks and close of workshop 

Jane to refer to second workshop in April and say that 
some people here will be invited to attend. 

Jane Ebinger, World 
Bank 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR FACILITATORS  
 

All groups - Climate Change Impact on Demand 
Andrew Popelka notes 
Demand side is very sensitive to Climate Change. The issues to consider together with 
the CC on power generation are randomly as follows: 

Ambient temperature has the following impacts: 
 Increased ambient will prompt large use of A/C which will put higher seasonal 

demand on electric power supply 
 Higher ambient usually results in higher demand for water supply (domestic 

and agricultural).This will increase pumping power due to increased volume  
 High demand will likely coincide with lower available production/transmission 

capacity of the power supply system 
 In developed economies, higher ambient temperature also increases the 

power demand for food storage, drink cooling and ice production. In Albania, 
this may not be the case yet. 

 Higher demand of fuel supply due to use of automotive A/C – though not 
related to electrical power directly.   

Precipitation: Significant impact on water supply needs for agricultural demand 
RH%: High RH% increases the A/C latent load and has significant impact on power 
usage. Latent load may represent up to 80% of the total cooling load 
Sunshine: has impact on cooling capacity required due to direct solar radiation 
temperature pickup by buildings. 
Wind: Higher wind velocity decreases the cooling load in summer, and substantially 
increases the heat load in winter. 
 

Yearly Electricity Consumption to Increase Five Per Cent 

Tirana, Dec. 20, 2008 (AENews) – Czech 
giant of electricity, CEZ that last October won the tender by buy Albanian Distribution 
Operator OSSH, said that it expect a yearly 5 per cent increase in electricity consumption 
in Albania. 
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“The electricity consumption per capita is less than one third of the consumption in the 
Czech Republic (2 MWh versus 6.3 MWh per capita). In comparison with Austria, the 
Albanian electricity consumption per capita is even less than one fourth of the Austrian 
consumption,” CEZ said in a press release. 

“Analysts expect that the electricity consumption in the country will grow by five  per 
cent  each year; a faster rate is experienced only in Turkey. In other European countries, 
the electricity consumption mostly grows “only” by two to three per cent,” the company 
added. 

Electricity consumption in Albania stood at 6.5 TW/h during 2007, almost unchanged 
compared to 2002, due to lack of electricity available. 

CEZ is negotiating with the government of Albania for the final contract of OSSH 
privatization deal. Minister of Economy Genc Ruli, said on Saturday that “negotiations 
have become more difficult due to the high rates of electrcity theft in the country”. 

OSSH owns bad debts  from customers in the range of 140 million euro and many 
experts believe that there is not a realistic scenario to collect such debts. 

All Groups - General Issues to Consider 
Andrew Popelka notes 

 Hydro Power is relatively inexpensive energy source, but is it highly dependent 
on Climate and its changes, mainly precipitation level and character. Although 
it provides for inexpensive power, it is highly vulnerable to CC 

 Wind Power is expensive (so far, the CAPEX per MW installed is very high and it 
is usually subsidized) and is dependent on wind presence and its intensity. It 
reduces the energy demand from fossil plants but it (by its virtue) does not 
replace the fossil capacity  

 Wind Farm investment requires long term data collection on wind levels and 
duration in certain location. These data has to be available for long period and 
must clearly show historical averages of wind speed and durations. Its future 
development also needs to be predicted by reliable, proven models. 

 All “weather dependent” capacity must be backed up by stand-by fossil or 
capacity from other neighbouring regions for “dry spells”, “calm winds”, etc. 
This is usually done by stand-by thermal power plants (peaking plants), fossil 
plants with substantial capacity reserve, by simple cycle GT, or by regional 
agreements for power supply. 

 The backup power capacity level, type and location needs to be carefully 
considered (Feasibility study should determine the optimum solution) 

 The transmission and distribution grid capacity, ability to bring backup power 
from other regions, its vulnerability and Short Circuit Analysis (ETAP) should be 
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considered when new capacity is built or retrofitted, or new load is added. 
(Note:  

 Energy efficiency of the demand side must be “controlled” – promoted by 
capacity building and by financial means. The cost of investment to energy 
efficiency (replacing the demand for new generation and transmission 
capacity) and to new power supply system must be considered. 

 Utilization of solar power is typically greatly overestimated and its CAPEX and 
also OPEX not very accurately set. Data on solar radiation for Albania and 
specific location must be available and must be reliable (not historical data 20+ 
years old. 

 As Climate Change is bringing a lot of challenges in many power supply/use 
areas, a comprehensive approach to assess the entire system and all available 
options to make the system more reliable and “climate change” resilient must 
be assessed. 

 

Energy Challenge Leaves Balkans Divided 

Experts say the cure for the region’s energy woes lies in price rises, market liberalization 
and the adoption of common approaches but governments don’t get it 

By Gjergj Erebara in Tirana, Skopje, Sofia, Belgrade, Podgorica and Sarajevo 

Shpetim Nazarko, boss of a printing press in Tirana, Albania, shivers at the first sign of 
winter. It’s not just the first cold wind that makes him tremble but fears for the future of 
his business. “Last year, the energy crisis brought me to the brink of bankruptcy,” he 
says. 

As temperatures drop in Albania, electricity consumption in the country grows. But the 
system cannot cope with the additional strain, resulting in frequent power cuts. 

Businessmen like Nazarko have to turn on private generators if they want to keep the 
lights on and machines working. But running an oil-fired generator is extremely 
expensive. “I usually spend 500 euros per month on electricity bills,” Nazarko explains. 
“But when the power is off for up to four hours a day, I can end up paying as much as 50 
euro more every day for oil.” 

Albania’s energy crisis began in the late 1990s - the result of underinvestment and fast-
growing consumption. It is not the only country in the Western Balkans facing this 
predicament: Kosovo and Macedonia are also in difficulties when it comes to power. 
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A steady growth in demand has turned all countries in the region into net importers of 
electricity with the exception of Romania and Bulgaria; a dependency on foreign imports 
leaves them vulnerable to shortages. 

To counter growing problems over power, governments would like to invest more 
money in new power generators and transmitters but they lack the funds to do so. 

Experts say the only solution is to raise electricity prices and to make transmitting 
capacities accessible across the region, freeing up money to invest in new power 
sources. But they fear this will not happen, mainly because governments worry about 
the social and political repercussions of price rises. 

In a region where electricity theft is rampant and a large part of the population lives 
under the UN poverty threshold of 2 dollars per day, hefty electricity price hikes are 
often seen by governments as political suicide. Experts also complain that electricity 
traders are manipulating the market, making wholesale prices more expensive than in 
Western Europe. 
 
A fast-approaching crisis 

The Balkans has always been a poor region and in the communist era private 
consumption of power was low. Few households possessed many electric appliances, 
keeping demand for energy minimal. Heavy industry accounted for the lion’s share of 
consumption. 

But after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the region’s communist regimes, 
governments embarked slowly on a transition towards market economies and the 
paradigm shifted. 

The region’s electricity grid, however, has not caught up with the profound changes of 
the last two decades. Investment has been minimal both in local electricity grids and in 
international transmission lines. As a result, they cannot meet the growing appetite for 
imported electricity. 

Political leaders and experts expect an energy crunch to occur in the next few years. 
“We know a major crisis will reach our region by 2012,” Angel Marin, Vice-President of 
Bulgaria, said in 2007, at a summit of Balkan leaders in Macedonia. 

Although governments in former Yugoslavia and Greece are credited with having done a 
good job in moving towards privatisation of utility companies, this has not been 
matched by investment in production. 
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Experts estimate that Balkan countries need to invest more than 15 billion euros in new 
power sources and inter-connection lines to avoid ever worsening electricity shortages. 
But this will not be forthcoming while the price of electricity in the region remains only 
half that of Western Europe where consumers pay an average of 16.3 euro cents per 
kWh, while those in the Balkans pays less than 7 euro cents. 

Per capita income in the Western Balkans ranges between 20 to 40 per cent of the 
European Union average, which makes it difficult for governments to raise electricity 
prices without a considerable social impact. 

In 2007, Albania’s state-owned power corporation, KESH, ran at a loss of over 200 
million euros, roughly 2.5 per cent of Albania’s GDP, mostly due to imports. 
Macedonia’s EVN, the largest private operator of the electricity distribution system in 
the country, also registered a large financial deficit as a result of the high price of 
imported power. 

Experts blame the lack of major investment in the sector over the last two decades on 
the artificially low price structure. The money required to invest in new power sources 
cannot be covered with the current low price of electricity for consumers. 

Even in Greece, the richest country in the region, the national power company PPC SA 
experienced difficulties last summer and came close to imposing power cuts when a 
jump in demand exceeded the maximum capacity. 

Is Serbia abusing its position?  
 
One oft-cited reason for the energy crisis in the region is the lack of inter-connecting 
power lines across the Balkans and the overload of the lines linking the area to Central 
Europe. 

The centre of the Balkan electricity transmission lines lies in Serbia. Eight inter-
connection lines link Serbia with six neighbouring countries of Croatia, Bosnia, 
Montenegro, Macedonia, Bulgaria and Kosovo (the latter is not recognized by Serbia as 
a country). 

“It is unimaginable to trade energy in the Balkans without using the lines passing 
through Serbia,” Sokol Spahiu, sales chief for KESH, says. “Everybody aiming to do so 
must employ somebody speaking Serbian.” 

But several neighbouring states accuse Serbia of using its strategic position at the heart 
of the Balkan power grid to charge inflated prices. “We paid Serbia 70 to 80 euros per 
megawatt, while the price in Germany fluctuated between 50 to 55 euros,” Bosnia’s 
electricity transmission operator complained in its 2007 report. 
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Most companies trading in electricity in the Balkans are also owned by Serbs, who 
benefit from insider information of the transmitting capacities of Serbia’s 
interconnection lines. Serbia’s near-monopoly in this trade has created resentment. The 
media in Bosnia, Montenegro and Albania regularly attack their own governments for 
not working harder to escape from Serbian control when it comes to energy. 

However, the companies claim they are simply doing business, and many experts 
confirm this: “We do not control electricity trading in South East Europe, nor is such 
control possible,” said Nenad Savic, a spokeperson for the Serbian electricity trader, EFT. 

“All transmission capacities used by market participants in Serbia, as well as in other 
countries in the region, are allocated in advance through auctions and such a system 
eliminates all possibility of abuse,” he added. 

“This is simply business,” says Ymer Balla, head of the Electricity Transmission Operator 
in Albania. “In times of crisis, we have received help from Serbia.” 
 
Forget cooperation, we’d rather compete 

Meanwhile, experts argue that politicians are not studying the crisis from the most 
intelligent perspective; instead of creating a common market in power that would 
benefit everyone, they have engaged in a race to build up their own, national power 
assets. 

A common market would provide equal access to electricity companies to transmitting 
lines across the region. 

As evidence of this, they point to Bulgaria, Rumania and Croatia, which are all planning 
to build their own nuclear power plants. Similarly, Greece, Macedonia and Serbia hope 
to use Russian gas for their own new thermal power plants. 

Kosovo hopes to attract foreign investment in order to build its own big coal thermal 
power station, while Albania has issued concessions for two hydroelectric power plants. 
Macedonia, Croatia and Albania, meanwhile, intend to build new transmission lines in 
order to reduce their energy dependency on Serbia.  

These projects compete on costs and there may not be space for all of them. Some 
could turn into bottomless wells financially, and undermine the process of liberalization. 

Those behind the new national energy projects disagree, naturally. “Our own 
investment may become redundant if Bulgaria builds nuclear plants, but looking at the 
speed of the rise in consumption, I believe there is space for both projects,” says Agim 
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Gjinali, head of a US Exim Bank-supported 3 billion euros project that aims to build gas-
fuelled power stations in south-western Albania. 

Some energy executives believe the lack of transmission capacity is not, in fact, the real 
problem, and that some of the proposed investments in building new power lines are 
unnecessary. “Our inter-connection lines were built to be used only in times of crisis,” 
Ivan Aylov, head of the transmission operator in Bulgaria, says, explaining that often 
their electricity transmitting capacities are not being used. 

“There are transmission lines in the Balkans that are not being used,” echoes Lubos 
Pavlas, manager of CEZ Bulgaria EAD. “The problem is not technical or economic. It is 
political.” 
 
Theoretically, Balkan power lines must be made accessible to all and tariffs for energy 
transmission are set at between 0.5 to 5 euros per MW. But these regulations, set by 
the 2005 regional Athens agreement, also state that inter-connection lines can be put 
out to auction if and when demand exceeds capacity. This clause has prompted all 
countries to open or enter auctions for these lines, despite the lack of transparency 
related to excess capacity. 

Srdjan Dajic a lawyer for the Electric Power Industry of Serbia, the national inter-
connection lines operator, said that information on public tenders for electricity 
transmission lines “falls under the domain of business secrets.” 

Since there is no public information on the actual free capacity on transmission lines, 
governments auction the lines through tenders and the transmission tariffs for 
electricity widely exceed the agreed tariff, increasing the price of electricity imports. 

In 2007, an auction for the use of the inter-connection line between Romania and 
Serbia, for example, ended up with an agreed price of 22 euros per MW, while the 
normal transmission tariff should not exceed 5 euros per MW. 

Electricity sold by CEZ of the Czech Republic to Romania for 40 euros per MW was later 
resold by electricity traders in the Greek stock market for 80 euros to 90 per MW. The 
practice is known as ‘kilowatt laundering’ a term, analogous to money laundering, 
coined to describe the process of obscuring the true origins of specific quantities of 
electricity being sold on the energy market. 

Because CEZ did not have access to transimission lines to sell its electricity to Greece 
directly, it’s electrcity would be resold by a middleman, the electricity trader, who would 
make a hefty profit in the process. 
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The Vienna-based Energy Community Secretariat, in charge of the liberalization of the 
Balkan energy market, agrees that transmission capacities in the region are not 
sufficiently transparent and are not being made accessible to all operators. 

“Market liberalisation is the only way to attract foreign investments because the 
national markets are too small to entice them,” says Robert Matous, an expert for the 
Secretariat. Energy executives agree but warn of continuing political obstacles. 

“The integration of regional markets is technically possible but the harmonisation of 
laws in all countries is a much more complex process and it will need a long time to be 
accomplished,” adds Ivan Aylov. 

Don’t expect improvement without price rises 

Experts believe another move needed to ease the crisis is price increase. This would help 
regional power companies to cover production costs and so ease the conditions for the 
buying and selling of electricity. 

But governments are unwilling to risk popular wrath by taking such a controversial step. 
Gjergj Bojaxhi, head of KESH, says private investors are willing to invest in the region but 
are put off by the determination of governments to keep down consumer electricity 
prices. “There is a regulatory risk facing foreign investors,” he notes. 

Albania’s government, for example, insists it is committed to liberalisation of energy and 
to privatisation of the energy distribution sector. However, the tender for privatisation 
was postponed twice in first three quarters of 2008. 

In 2001, a World Bank-sponsored study concluded that proper maintenance and 
management of a national utility company in Albania would require income of 4 cents 
for every kW sold. But the Albanian Energy Regulatory Agency set a maximum quota for 
distributors of only 1.5 cents per kW. 

Experts long doubted the power company would ever find a private buyer under such 
disadvantageous terms, and it was only on September 29, 2008 that the Albanian 
Distribution Company, OSSH, was finally sold to Czech CEZ for 102 million euros. 
Significantly, a condition for the sale was that CEZ would not put up consumer prices in 
2009, during the run-up to the 2010 general elections. 

In Macedonia and Bulgaria, where distribution companies are already privatised, the 
problem is similar. The regulatory authorities, though theoretically independent, refuse 
to allow price rises, whatever damage this inflicts on the private power companies.  In 
Macedonia, electricity distribution is controlled by the Austrian company EVN, while in 
Bulgaria the market is divided between the Italian ENEL, the Czech company CEZ and 
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EVN. “If the price doesn’t increase, we can’t invest and the quality of our services will 
deteriorate,” Lubos Pavlas of CEZ Bulgaria warns. 

A degraded energy grid entails costs to businesses and consumers alike. Regional 
economies have enjoyed rising growth rates in recent years, lifting hundreds of 
thousands of people out of poverty. But this process could stall or even be reversed 
without a resolution of the region’s energy problems. 

“The energy crisis presents a great danger for Albania,” the IMF said in September 2007. 
“It affects all medium-term economic indexes and could create a hole in the budget.” 
According to the country’s own finance ministry, power shortages in 2006 cost Albania 1 
per cent of its GDP growth. 

Back in Tirana, Shpetim Nazarko, the printer, is resigned to the prospect of his printing 
press machinery continually stopping and starting as the lights go on and off. His clients, 
mainly companies that need packaging materials, must put up with delayed deliveries 
and with enforced changes to their own timetables. “It’s the economy in its entirety that 
suffers from the energy crisis,” Nazarko says. 

This article was produced as part of the Balkan Fellowship for Journalistic Excellence, an 
initiative of the Robert Bosch Stiftung and ERSTE Foundation, in cooperation with the 
Balkan Investigative Reporting Network 
Source: Balkan Insight 

Recent Interview with Mrs. Nuamah, World Bank 

Journalist: 
1. The World Bank is the main donor in the energy sector. How would you assess the performance of this sector? 

Mrs. Nuamah: 
As you know, the energy sector remains a very complex challenge for Albania and I think from the Bank’s perspective 
we can say that the performance over time has been variable. 

Journalist: 
2. The distribution system operator (OSSH) is now privatized by the Czech Company CEZ. What do you think will 
improve in terms of this system management?   
  
Mrs. Nuamah: 
This week the government started negotiations with the winning bidder and we are hopeful that these negotiations 
will be through a successful transfer of the assets to the private company. If you can think about the electricity 
distribution system like an olive grove, that has been planted many years ago but tended only by a young boy who 
remembers little of what his grandfathers used to do. Bringing in a private commercially minded company to manage 
the distribution system is like bringing in an experienced farm manager to that grove. Clearly, they will bring 
resources and technology to address the billing, the collection systems, the techniques for dealing with delinquent 
customers, resources to address some of the technical problems in the distribution company, but alone, it is difficult, 
because the system like the olive grove is going to require a road to the market, you know, a good price of olives on 
the world market and, perhaps, irrigation. So, if we think about Distribution Company like this, clearly the supply of 

http://www.balkaninsight.com/
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energy is important. The technical quality of the transmission network and the price on which it is operating is 
crucial.   

Journalist: 
3. Let’s focus on energy. We are approaching winter season, so how do you foresee this season, are we going to have 
power supply as we are before the elections?       

Mrs. Nuamah:  
The weather forecast for this year do not look very positive, and unfortunately, this looks to be the third year in a row 
that Albania might be hit by a dry winter season. This is going to have an impact on the supply of hydro power and to 
ensure energy supply to household and businesses may be important or necessary to increase imports. However 
because the region has underinvested in energy supply for such a long time, those imports are quite expensive. As 
such the cost of ensuring uninterrupted supply will be higher, than if we had seen a good weather forecast. 

So the question is on the eve of privatization is: Are Albanian households and business prepared to pay what it would 
cost to ensure this energy supply in an uninterrupted way. And, as well, are they willing to participate in improved 
governance in terms of discouraging their colleagues and neighbors and business partners from illegal connections to 
the electricity system. I think that these are important questions because potentially Albania has in hand the ability to 
engage a new partner in its electricity supply system. But that partner will look both at the government and to the 
public to move ahead and forge progress. 

Journalist: 
4. You stated that that this winter is expected to be, let’s say, a dry season and, therefore high-priced imports are 
going to increase, then in order to cover the cost with the power sale should there be a power price increase, especially 
now that we approaching the elections?        

Mrs. Nuamah:  
Well, it is not for the Bank to determine whether there is a price increase, it for the energy sector regulator to 
consider the situation, to consider the negotiations to the private company and to consider the finances available to 
the government. And we are confident that the regulator has the capacity to analyze all of these factors together with 
the current situation and to take the appropriate measures. 

Journalist: 
5. What is the progress of the World Bank investments, specifically in the case of Vlora power plant? What is the total 
investment, let’s say the total funds that the World Banks has provides for the energy sector in Albania over all of 
these years?     

Mrs. Nuamah:  
Let me just say that in total the donor community has about of $ 300 million USD in financing for the energy sector on 
the ground and I think that is a testimony to the confidence that the sector will improve and improve services. The 
World Bank has $ 90 million USD in investment: one that you mentioned for the thermo-power plant in Vlora, for 
which, I understand, construction is proceeding well and it remains on schedule to be available for commissioning in 
mid next year. We also have some support to the transition system and as well a new project that we signed with the 
Government in summer for safeguarding the dams. 
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Hydropower generation – Besim (possibly Stuart on SHPP) 
12.00 – 12.30 Working groups discuss overall strategies and objectives for Albania’s 
energy sector 
 
Magnus Gehringer, WB  
Transmission is bottleneck. KESH, the national transmission company, has huge losses 
due to theft. The construction of new lines is proceeding but at slow pace. Ongoing 
discussions about privatization of the KESH distribution system. 
 
Small hydro: The Albanian government will cancel the concession contract of one 
foreign firm that retains 25 small hydro generation concessions (one package). Maybe 
Esmap could be of help to restructure the deal and find new partners. 
 
Privatization: The World Bank is the biggest donor for the hydropower plants in Albania, 
and the Albanian government intends to privatize all generation entities soon. There are 
for example two mid size HPP cascades, total installed power 60 MW. If WB would 
support the privatization of  
those, the Ministry in Tirana could and would take prompt action.  
 
Medium / big size hydro: Skavica is one the biggest HPP’s to be built in Europe over the 
coming years or even decades. Due to different proposals on reservoirs the installed 
capacity can range from 350 to 600 MW. Relocation problems will occur. Environmental 
problems are likely to occur and already been protested against by Macedonians. Pre-
Qualification of this project is ongoing. Call for tender expected in late spring, WB should 
follow up and if possible grant clearance to this project. IFC is for sure involved in the 
Skavica project. Nice funding package (PPP) could be made with help of WB (IFC) and 2 
to 4 private companies.  
Other example: The Osumi River. IFC or WB has provided a study on its potential and IFC 
will act as consultant in the development of the cascade.  
 
Future hydro: The next “big” river to be tackled will be the Vjosa in southern Albania, 
which could grant great stability to the system. Problem: Relations between Albania and 
Greece have been unstable, and since the Vjosa comes from Greece, a bilateral treaty 
between the countries (under WB surveillance) could be a vital solution. Vjosa could be 
up to 500 MW in several stages.  
Other smaller hydros could be done, especially in the northern part of Albania.  
 
Magnus’ friend, Dr Zeki Kaya, Country Director of Kurum Holding, CEO of Kurum 
Energy Sh.a.1.  
What energy assets have been privatised already? What will be 
next? 
SMALL AND MICRO HYDROPOWER PLANTS: 
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-Most small and micro hydropower plants have been awarded with investors, who are 
mainly local people. 
There is only one international company in the SHPP field: Essegei Sr.l. (Italy). The 
company has 2 concession contracts: i) Smoktina HPP (2x4.5MW) and ii) 26 small and 
micro HPP all of which are "run-off-the-river" type.  
-These days there are some other small assets to be privatised. Kurum Energy awaits 
Gostima HPP (3 SHPP reaching to 60MW installed power). There are some others. 
BIGGER HYDRO POWER PLANT PRIVATISATION: 98% of installed electric power 
generation is formed by medium to bigger hydropower plants.  Drini River cascade is the 
heart of electric generation with a total installed capacity of 1,200MW (3 hydropower 
plants) 
-Privatisation of these will take time. Public private partnerships will be promoted. 
PRIVATISATON:  
1) Ashda HPP: 60MW installed power; concession, BOT, Verbund Austria (2008)on  the 
Drini River cascade; project started. 
2) Devolli River Cascade: 4 HPP; total 350 MW installed, EVN Austria plus Stattkraft 
Norway formed JV recently, agreement has been signed, project not yet started. 
3) Vjose River Cascade (Southernmost areas): Kalivaci HPP; 100MW installed power; 
Beggetthi (Italy) and Deutsche Bank JV; agreement signed and project started in 2008. 
4) Skavica: on the Drini River cascade; tender announced; 6 companies have been 
prequalified: Stattkraft, Verbund, Kepco, RWE, TGK Skavica, one other Austrian 
Company. Tender will be held within March 2009; project is with 350MW installed 
power; about 600 million Euro investment; TGK Skavica earned 8% bonus as it has been 
unsoliticed bid. 
6) Osumi River: The World Bank (via IFC) finances a study to identify the potential. The 
study has not yet been finalised, and in March 2009 the study has to be submitted. It is 
likely that 3 mid size HPPs will be proposed.  
-Privatisation is realised via competitive bids. Unsolicited project proposals are awarded 
with bonus from 2 to 10%, and international tenders are held.  
Briefly, the private companies are EVN (Austria), Stattkraft (Norway), Beghetti (Italy), 
Verbund (Austria). 
 
Notes from Lucy Hancock, World Bank, recent meetings in Albania to prepare for our 
workshop 
HYDRO: The Drin cascade is of course Albania’s main source of energy other than 
imports at the moment.  The Mati has two smaller plants (compared to the Drini 
cascade). There are several smaller plants in the southern river basins.  Additional 
locations/basins are available and suitable for exploitation and are under consideration 
in that respect.  Of course, there are riparian issues, considering that many of Albania’s 
rivers rise  in or pass through Macedonia and/or Kosovo first.  This of course indicates 
the need for secure joint arrangements to minimize risk of disruption.   
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As for the future of this key capacity in future, it seems bright.  While precip is expected 
to decline, Eglantina’s projection is that by 2030-2050, the decline will be approximately 
12-14 percent according to her scenarios, a drop that can be made up from add’l 
hydropower sources.  Later in the century it may drop well further, up to 40 percent, but 
that is beyond the planning horizon generally taken into account.  The resource has 
room to grow. Improved modeling and stations are sorely needed.  KESH expects to be 
in a position eventually to sell power; thus, they are interested in a grasp of regional 
issues, not only Albania’s. At the moment, management of the reservoirs is generally 
undertaken on the basis of the small amount of real-time data available, heavily 
massaged in terms of climatology, statistics, hydrographs, existing models, and forecasts 
drawn from the Internet. For all these reasons, other energy sources appear to be 
geared to address such issues as the slow pace of approving and installing new hydro, or 
in specific cases the preference of homeowners for own power (leads to widespread 
interest in solar for home water heating), or need to stabilize the grid (TEC), or political 
value (exports to Italy, conformity with European strategies calling for wind capacity). 
 
MINI-HYDRO: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Energy (METE) is granting mini-hydro 
concessions all over the country.  These are analyzed today in terms of 
projections/analyses made 25 years ago, now recognized as out of date but not 
updated.  The sites are linked to sub-basin planning in one important sense, the only 
one:  they are usually decommissioned plants developed long ago with an eye to sub-
basin hydrology. Mini-hydro is defined in this context as hydro that does not have an 
artificial reservoir.  Kol Gjoni noted that this has made mini-hydropower vulnerable to 
the change of precipitation type over the past five years from snow to rain.  While he is 
not confident that precip has declined in volume, it has declined in type.  Because 
snowpack infiltrates the ground, ultimately comprising a “reservoir” in the form of 
groundwater, the replacement of snowfall/snowpack with rain has led to capacity issues 
at the formerly-designed hydropower plants, which are unable to capture the rapid 
outflow of rainwater.  Thus, installed capacity of 0.5MW that formerly operated 4-5K 
hours/year now operates 4 K hours/year and he anticipates it may fall to 3K hours/year.  
Kol Gjoni has adapted by purchasing larger turbines and digging a wider channel.  By this 
means he has recovered the lost capacity, and could double it, and possibly double 
again by undertaking similar investments at other concessions.  He does not do so  as 
yet, however,  because the KESH transmission line near his installation (designed for the 
former capacity) is not able to take up the higher output (over briefer periods). 
Incidentally it is NOT possible to build reservoirs in these locations, which were 
scientifically selected for different characteristics:  the height of the fall of water, and 
especially where several tributaries meet.  Surrounding rock  is often limestone; the 
small rivers concerned are laden with debris, such that a reservoir would fill  and go  out 
of commission quickly if such an approach were undertaken. Kol Gjoni further notes that 
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he thinks the future of mini-hydropower in Albania is threatened by the fact that 
investments are being made on the basis of out-of-date studies.  Insufficient data and an 
economic incentive to over-promise are leading to expectations that will not be met.  
His own plants were projected to be able to operate with no more than two 
months/year out of operation, but it has been four to six months/year because of the 
shift from snow to rain described above. 

 
12.30 – 15.00 Vulnerabilities, sensitivities, critical thresholds, climate change risks 

Andrew Popelka’s notes 

4. Hydro Power – Large and small, (with dam) 

Ambient temperature: ambient temperature increase has minor/negligible impact 
on HPP performance  
Precipitation: has significant impact on operation. Low average precipitation, 
unseasonal large variations (e.g. long dry spells) may have negative impact on 
operation by lowering the output or shortening the production time   
RH%: has no or very little impact on capacity or efficiency  
Sunshine: has no or very little impact on capacity or efficiency  
Wind: has no impact on operation   

 

5. Hydro Power (run of river) 

Ambient temperature: ambient temperature increase has minor/negligible impact 
on HPP performance  
Precipitation: has significant impact on operation. Low average precipitation, 
unseasonal large variations (e.g. long dry spells) may have detrimental impact. 
Lower and unseasonal low precipitation will reduce the available flow or may 
actually stop it. This causes output reduction or unavailability.  
RH%: has no or very little impact on capacity or efficiency  
Sunshine: has no or very little impact on capacity or efficiency  
Wind: has no impact on operation   

 
Other Questions which could be bounced: 

1. Capacity and Utilization Factor and operating regime of existing HPP Plants 
2. Condition of HPP. Is CAPEX need assessed? 
3. Investment Plans for repowering existing HPP and for new HPP – what total 

capacity 
 
Besim says: 
Working with private investors for Small and Big Hydro has been and still it is very 
challange for us for estimation of snow and its impact on river flow especially for run-
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out-of-river plants. There are no data at all about time series of snow and this again will 
be an issue to be analysed in the future. 
 
Reservoir safety under climate change report 
A recent report by Atkins “Defra Reservoir Safety Research Strategy” (July 2008) describes 
key research priorities for reservoir safety, and proposes a review of the direct impacts of 
climate change on dams and reservoirs and the development of a framework for 
quantifying and incorporating climate change uncertainty due to direct impacts into dam 
design. The key needs for information on climate change risks outlined in the proposed 
project include understanding of: 

 Increases in the severity and frequency of extreme floods,  

 Changes in seasonality of floods,  

 Increases in the severity of winds on reservoirs.  
 

These data are needed so that the impacts of climate change on reservoirs can be 
quantified and managed, along with the uncertainties, covering: 

 Requirements to increase the size and reinforce spillways to accommodate larger 
floods, 

 Requirements to raise dams to accommodate larger floods, 

 Larger waves in reservoirs, 

 Increased vegetation cover of earth dams, 

 Possible desiccation of earth dams, 

 Increased erosive power of rainfall, 

 Landslides and debris flow, 

 Increased sedimentation of reservoirs. 
 
Printed out GIS maps: Asset type vs. climate change 
HPP + summer precip 2020 (2 copies) 
HPP + summer precip 2050 (2 copies) 
HPP + winter precip 2020 (2 copies) 
HPP + winter precip 2050 (2 copies) 
 
Useful background reading 
Defra Reservoir Safety Research Strategy Final Report (written by Atkins) – Chen sent to 
Stuart and Besim on 27 Feb 
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Thermal power plants & renewable energy (solar, wind 
etc) - Ivaylo 
12.00 – 12.30 Working groups discuss overall strategies and objectives for Albania’s 
energy sector 
 
Magnus Gehringer, WB:  
Transmission is bottleneck. KESH, the national transmission company, has huge losses 
due to theft. The construction of new lines is proceeding but at slow pace. Ongoing 
discussions about privatization of the KESH distribution system.  
Geothermal: Albania has 12 natural geothermal resources and 11 wells, all of which had 
been drilled as exploration wells for oil and gas in the former communist republic 
(before 1990), and the finding of hot water had been considered an accident. The 
surface temperatures of these wells vary from 30-65 degrees. Temperatures down at 
the reservoir are not known and no research has been conducted yet. The available 
geophysical data is expected to be good and could therefore be reprocessed and used 
for further investigation, which finally could lead to the determination of a location for a 
test drilling. Only one geothermal steam source seems to exist in Albania, but without 
any significant flow rate. Until now the resources have mainly been used for balneology. 
In recent years some heat pumps have been installed. The largest one is the heating-
cooling system of the “Twin towers”, the largest business center of Tirana, through a 
series of heat pumps. The second unit is the heating-cooling system of the “Palace of 
Culture of Tirana” through a series of heat pumps, the Technical High School of Erseka 
which is the first heat pump installation and the Laboratory of Energy Resources at the 
Faculty of Geology and Mining at the Polytechnic University of Tirana. Actually the 
Albanian government is working on the draft of the law about natural resources 
including Geothermal.  
Wind farms: Generally, wind farms have the problem of not being able to provide stable 
power according to a PPA. Therefore, these would have to be backed up with hydro 
pump storage schemes, which makes the projects very costly. Actually the Albanian 
government granted the concession rights to build the largest WPP on the Karaburuni 
Peninsula, with 500 MW of installed capacity, to an Italian company. 20% of the 
production will be sold to the Albanian market, the rest will be sold to Italy as “green 
energy”, according to a bilateral treaty which guarantees very high sales prices and 
incentives. A second unit of 300 MW will be constructed in Kavaja coastal area but the 
concession isn’t signed yet.  
Solar: Solar energy in Albania basically has a good potential due to over 200 sunny days 
per year. There are only few private installations focusing on the sanitary water. No 
statistics are available about the installed capacity. No effort has been made until now 
to install Photovoltaic units. As part of FP’6 (European Community program) a study was 
done about the solar potential of the coastal area (Palasa, Dhermiu and Himara).  
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Magnus’ friend, Dr Zeki Kaya, Country Director of Kurum Holding, CEO of Kurum 
Energy Sh.a.1.  
There is only one Thermal Power Plant (100Mw installed power) under construction at 
the Vlora's industrial seaside. It will be powered with fuel oil, and 2 other units are 
contemplated. Not efficient. World Bank financing, and state owned generation 
company KESH owns it.  
Private company involvement 
Enel of Italy, RWE of Germany, Marubeni Japan are interested in building a Thermal 
Power Plant at the Porto Romano bay in the newly defined "energetic park" with an 
installed capacity of 800MW. Enel has been awarded 8% bonus as it has been 
unsolicited bid. There are severe environmental concerns. 
Wind: Companies from mainly Italy are engaged in two windfarm project (i) in 
Vlora, (ii) Lezha area. 
 
Notes from Lucy Hancock, World Bank, recent meetings in Albania to prepare for our 
workshop 
THERMAL: At the moment that stabilizing source is imports from Serbia or Greece or 
others, via existing transmission lines.  In future, the WB-financed plant at Vlore could 
provide 100 MW capacity, and there is a discussion of a possible Italian TEC that would 
have capacity variously described as 1000 MW (or 1600 or 800 according to others).  In 
any case Albania would expect to receive maybe approx 300 MW from that.  It is in 
draft, all details are unknown, and this is in any case not  included in the energy 
strategy.  It would be private not via KESH.  Plans are to fuel it with South African coal. 
 
WIND: There are wind plans at many stages in the pipeline.  Env imp asssmt office at the 
MoE has got so far eleven requests; three are well along in planning.  1500 MW is 
licensed by ERE (Albanian Energy Regulatory Authority); we think this is the three; we’ll 
check notes.  All  of these are foreign-financed proposals.  One at 500 MW is in Vlore 
(Karaburun Peninsula) adjacent to a protected area incidentally, which will supply Italy 
via a to-be-built underwater transmission line.  Albania will host this for twenty years, 
receiving 20 percent of power (if and only if it is linked to the Albanian grid; there is no 
such linkage at the moment) and after that time Albania will own it.  This plan is still in 
draft.  Two other wind farms are under  discussion.  None are in energy strategy, of 
which an update is circulating Tirana, though we did not see it.  We thought it best not  
to press this matter:  neither to see the strategy nor to query why large power plants 
are, according to rumor, not included in it. It appears that Albania does not “need”  wind 
for its own purposes, but in light of broader strategies that call for 20 percent wind 
power for Europe in the future, Albania is exploring this resource. 
 
SOLAR: Albania has always been sunny, is sunny, will stay sunny.  Solar is a great idea, 
only it is expensive compared to hydro,  which in fact is amply available.  In this context, 
solar fits in as a source for domestic heating, as noted above.  There is considerable 
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interest in solar for that purpose, but not for broader use.  But the scope for it has been 
considered; it is studied (Marialis’ students cf.). 
 
BIOMASS: A plant that would burn palm oil from Argentina is licensed and is anticipated 
to have capacity of 150 MW, to be located in Lezhe,  also to supply Italy (via a new 
cable).  It is unclear whether this plant will provide power to Albania.  We did not ask 
whether it will be linked to the grid, and we underline this question mark. 
 

Italian company interested to build electricity plant using urban waste 

Tirana, Oct. 31, 2008 (AENews) – Italian company “MA&D Power Engineering”, signed 
agreements with  the local governments of two cities in Albania to use urban garbage 
for the  production of electricity, in a project that aims to produce carbon emission 
credits and Green Certificates. 
 

Agreements were signed with local governments of Fier and Durres. Both cities have a 
combined population of 200,200 inhabitants. 

“We have signed the document that permit us to begin the feasibility study”, declared 
Mr. Guliano Noe, CEO of “MA&D Power Engineering”, quoted by daily Shqip in Tirana. 
Albania has paved the legal way to begin issuing green certificates for removable 
electricity sources this year. 

12.30 – 15.00 Vulnerabilities, sensitivities, critical thresholds, climate change risks 

Andrew’s own notes 

1. Thermal Power Plants, Condensing, Steam (Rankin) Cycle. 

Ambient temperature: Has minor impact on plant total output or efficiency, except 
in these cases: 
 Increased ambient temperature affects operation of cooling towers, especially 

dry type. Higher ambient temperature results in lower cooling capacity  
 Increase in ambient reduces the total plant output due to less combustion air 

(kg/s) supplied to the process. If capacity in higher amb. temperature is an 
issue, intake air cooling could be used. 

Precipitation: has usually impact only on solid fuels – somewhat larger content of 
moisture in the fuel (coal, wood)  
RH%: has usually impact on performance of cooling towers and combustion process.  
- Higher RH reduces the capacity of cooling towers, thus total plant output 
- Higher RH increases moisture content of coal and in combustion process.  
Sunshine: has no impact on capacity or efficiency  
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Wind: wind may have small impact on performance if it affects the air intake. This is 
usually not the case  

 

2. Thermal Power Plants, CHPs, Steam Cycle 

Ambient temperature: Has minor impact on plant total output or efficiency, except 
in these cases: 
 Increased ambient temperature during the heating season reduces the need 

for steam/HW which may result in increased electricity production  
 Increase in ambient reduces the total plant output due to less combustion air 

(kg/s) supplied to the process.  
Precipitation: has usually impact only on solid fuels – somewhat larger content of 
moisture in the fuel (coal, wood)  
RH%: has usually impact on performance of cooling towers and combustion process.  
- Higher RH increases moisture content of coal and in combustion process.  
Sunshine: has no impact on capacity or efficiency  
Wind: wind may have small impact on performance if it affects the air intake. This is 
usually not the case  

3. Thermal Power Plants, Gas Turbine Combined Cycle (GTCC) 

Ambient temperature: Has impact on GTCC plant total output and efficiency: 
 Increased ambient temperature reduces GT output.  
 Most of the GT warmer climates are equipped with evaporative or compressor 

cooling of intake air  
Precipitation: has usually only small impact – mist getting into the air intake, (wet 
filters and reduced air flow)  
RH%: has usually some impact on performance Higher RH reduces the GT output  
Sunshine: has no impact on capacity or efficiency  
Wind: wind may have small impact on performance if it affects the air intake. This is 
usually not the case  

6. Solar Power Generation 

Ambient temperature: ambient temperature increase has relatively small impact on 
solar panels performance due to lower heat loses. 
Precipitation: has significant (though indirect) impact on operation. Precipitation is 
connected with clouds ()   
RH%: has no or very little impact on capacity or efficiency  
Sunshine: is crucial to the solar panel performance 
Wind: has small impact on operation   
Any recent solar radiation measurements available??  
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7. Wind Power Generation 

Ambient temperature: ambient temperature increase lowers the wind turbine 
performance due to lower air density 
Precipitation: has small impact on operation.  
RH%: has very little impact on capacity or efficiency  
Sunshine: has very little/no impact on performance 
Wind: is crucial to wind farm operation  
Any recent wind power studies available?? 

 
Printed out GIS maps: Asset type vs. climate change 
TPP + summer temp 2020 
TPP + summer temp 2050 
(Wind) No energy assets + summer wind 2050 
(Wind) No energy assets + winter wind 2050 
(Solar) No energy assets + summer sun 2050 
(Solar) No energy assets + winter sun 2050 
 
Useful background reading 
CO-Plan study on assessment of renewable energy source potentials in Albania (sent to 
you by Liudmila) 
Rapid Environmental Assessment for the Industrial and Energetic Park's at 
Porto Romano, Durres, Albania (sent by Chen on 20 Feb)
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Electricity transmission - Stuart 
12.00 – 12.30 Working groups discuss overall strategies and objectives for Albania’s energy sector 
What does the system look like now - location and type of infrastructure?  
What are the future plans / vision?  
Are there particularly critical assets - e.g. a trunkline from Drini to Tirana.  Are there weak links in 
this?  
How is foreign electricity imported  
Magnus Gehringer, WB:  
Transmission is bottleneck. KESH, the national transmission company, has huge losses due to theft. 
The construction of new lines is proceeding but at slow pace. Ongoing discussions about 
privatization of the KESH distribution system. 
 
Magnus’ friend, Dr Zeki Kaya, Country Director of Kurum Holding, CEO of Kurum Energy Sh.a.1.  
Interconnection capacity is missing. 400kV line from Greece into Elbasan, and a new project has 
started from Elbasan to Podgorica (Montenegro) completing and increasing the interconnection 
capacity. Between Tirana and Kosovo another one will be built. 
 

ABB signs $20m power contract in Albania 

28 October 2008 - ABB, the leading power and automation technology group, has signed a $20m 
contract with the operator of Albania’s electricity transmission network for a system that will 
improve the reliability of the grid by monitoring and controlling high-voltage transmission. 
ABB will deliver a Network Manager system that enhances stability by making it easier to preserve 
the balance between generation and consumption. The project for Operatori Sistemit Trasmetimit 
will also align Albania’s network with European standards and facilitate power trading with nearby 
countries. The project is scheduled to be completed within three years. 

“Reliable power supply is essential to support economic growth”, said Peter Leupp, head of ABB’s 
Power Systems division. “ABB is the market leader in network management and our technology 
will strengthen Albania’s grid and facilitate energy flows between the country, Eastern Europe and 
Greece.” 

ABB’s Network Manager SCADA/EMS (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition/Energy 
Management System) will enable the transmission system operator to regulate the network from a 
single control room in the capital Tirana. 

ABB will also supply the communication system to collect and distribute data from more than 50 
power plants and substations using about 400 kilometers of high-capacity optical fiber, including all 
necessary substation adaptations. 

Armed with data collected from around the network, the operator can perform network modelling 
and simulate power outages to devise the safest and most efficient way of operating the network. 
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Network management enables immediate action to be taken to restore power if outages occur, 
and allows load shedding in a systematic manner to avoid grid collapse and complete blackout. 
ABB has more than 500 Network Management installations worldwide. 

 
12.30 – 15.00 Vulnerabilities, sensitivities, critical thresholds, climate change risks 
 
What are the most common causes of transmission interruption or failure currently - will this be 
the same under climate change?  
 
Overhead lines: 

 Avalanche Risk - knocking down power lines  
 Snow/Ice build up on lines - weight on cables - what basis of design is currently used  
 Flash floods - do they damage pylons? or substations  
 Efficiency of transmission (does temperature effect efficiency) we don't think this is 

significant but it would be worth discussing and dismissing  
 Maintenance - would warmer weather mean less isolated areas could be accessed earlier 

and thus give a longer maintenance window - probably not significant  
 Soil erosion - do they currently have problems with this - due to access roads or loss of 

pylons through erosion /slope stability?  
 Does size matter!  What sort of transmission cables do they have and are different types 

exposed to different risks  
 How is vegetation managed - clearing along the transmission routes and avoiding tree fall 

onto lines?  Will this change?  
 Is lightening strike a risk?  Will this change under climate predictions.  Probably 

insignificantly small issue?  
 Bases of design for factors such as avalanche/flood return period or weight of snow and ice, 

or wind speeds.  
 river crossings - erosion/flood risk?  
 Coastal system - any risks from wave or sea level change?  

Underground lines 
 Efficiency / losses with temperature?  
 Impact of moisture?  
 river crossings - flood risk?  
 Substations and other facilities 

 
 Are any of these currently exposed to flooding (rivers)?  
 How does snow impact the operation?  
 Efficiency under different temperature scenarios?  
 Do they shut down in heat waves?  
 Do they need cooling and if so how is this currently done?  
 How are locations selected - any constraints, risks of flooding from rivers or coastal?  
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General 
How robust are the international energy supply agreements?  Could climate change (loss in rainfall 
or perceived impact due to over damming by Albania) be construed as a political risk that 
neighbouring countries could cut supplies to Albania? 
 
Andrew Popelka’s notes 

Climate Change Impact on Power Distribution 
Ambient temperature: ambient temperature affect the transmission capacity (+/- 2 C reflects 
in +/- 2% of the capacity (higher ambient reduces transmission capacity) 
Precipitation: has small impact on transmission lines. Rain has cooling effect, which increase 
the capacity. This is usually not considered  
RH%: has no impact on capacity or efficiency  
Sunshine: has impact on transmission capacity (+/- few percent). With total solar eclipse would 
increase the transmission capacity by about 18% 
Wind: is crucial to power lines capacity. Wind direction and speed is important. 90degree 
direction with speed of  1 m/s can increase the transmission capacity by up to 44%  

 
Printed out GIS maps: Asset type vs. climate change 
Transmission lines + summer temp 2050 
Transmission lines + summer wind 2050 
Transmission lines + summer precip 2050 
 
Useful background reading 
SECURITY OF SUPPLY STATEMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA (sent to you by Liudmila) 
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Fossil fuel supply & transmission / transportation – Chen 
12.00 – 12.30 Working groups discuss overall strategies and objectives for Albania’s energy sector 
Refer to profile of Albpetrol and AKBN. Also AKBN docs 
 
12.30 – 15.00 Vulnerabilities, sensitivities, critical thresholds, climate change risks 
1. Your experience of the climatic vulnerabilities, sensitivities and critical performance thresholds 
of the oilfields, oil refineries, natural gas fields, coal mines: 

 See power sector facilitators’ briefing notes too, as many of these facilities also have power 
stations 

 Also consider water treatment and pollution control – see diagrams of O&G facilities. 
 
- How do climatic conditions currently affect activities?  
- What are the effects of current climatic variability? E.g. Have you experienced any flooding, water 
shortages affecting activities? Has the export route experienced landslip, subsidence, flood 
damage etc? 
- What are the design thresholds related to climatic factors? E.g. Equipment that is designed to 
operate within a specific ambient temperature range, or design standards for water storage 
facilities, water treatment facilities etc.  
 
- Efficiencies of air cooler and gas turbine performance affected by rising temperatures 
- Availability of water 
- Increased heavy rainfall events leading to site flooding and overflows from waste water storage 
reservoirs 
- Heavy downpours followed by dry spells, leading to greater loading of water treatment plant, and 
erosion of foundations and pipelays 
- Mobilisation of pollutants (new source-pathway-receptor relationships) due to changes in ground 
conditions driven by changing precipitation. 
 
Printed out GIS maps: Asset type vs. climate change 
O&G fields, coal fields and oil refineries + summer temp 2020 
O&G fields, coal fields and oil refineries + summer temp 2050 
O&G fields, coal fields and oil refineries + summer precip 2020 
O&G fields, coal fields and oil refineries + summer precip 2050 
 
Useful background reading 
AKBN docs 
Bankers Petroleum corporate presentation
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Engineering / operational performance  

• Availability of natural resources & 
raw materials 

• Reliability of transport, supply 
chains & logistics 

• Site location & ground conditions 

• Asset design, performance & 
integrity 

• Performance of operations & 
processes 

• Emergency planning & business 
continuity 

• Workforce health & safety 

 

Social performance  

• Community climate risks, 
community adaptation actions & 
consequences for the Government 
/ company 

• Consequences of Government / 
company adaptation actions for 
communities 

• Opportunities to improve 
community adaptive capacity 

• Effective planning and targeting of 
emergency response strategies 

• Appropriate targeting of support 
mechanisms for poor / vulnerable 

groups 

Environmental performance  

• Changing species, habitats & 
ecosystems 

• Pollution control, discharges & 
waste management 

• Consequences of Government / 
company adaptation actions for 
local environments 

• Opportunities to improve adaptive 

capacity of local environments 

• Inability to attract private 
investment 

• Lack of cost recovery 

• Lack of investment in O&M, 
new infrastructure 

• Loss of income 

• Increased OPEX 

• Increased CAPEX 

• Loss of shareholder value 

 

Financial performance  

Contractual  

• Changes in market demand 

• Loss of supply 

• Failure to deliver product to 
market 

 

Changing climate hazards 

• Increasing CO2 concentrations 

• Increasing average temperatures 

• Increasing temperature extremes 

• Increasing sea surface temperatures 

• Changes in cloud cover 

• Changes in humidity 

• Changes in average seasonal 
precipitation – droughts, floods 

• Changes in intense precipitation 
events 

• Possible increases in storm intensity 
and frequency 

• Increasing mean sea level 

• Increasing storm surge heights 

Compound variables & indirect 
environmental effects 

Changes in: 

• Evaporation 

• Evapotranspiration 

• Soil moisture deficit 

• Subsidence & heave  

• Landslip 

• Soil erosion 

• Coastal erosion 

• Availability of water resources 

• Water quality  

• Fire 

• Growing season length 

• Wave climate 

• Sea water pH 

Energy security and services 

Legal  

• Failure to comply with laws,  
regulations, consents 

 

Reputation 

• Loss of license to operate 

• Delays to start-up 

• Shut-down 

• Public safety 

• Environmental degradation / 
loss environmental amenity 

• Lack of protection for poor / 
vulnerable groups 

• Lack of effective response to 
climate risks 

• Failure to plan/ manage emergencies 

• Supply-demand imbalance 

• Failure to maintain secure 
energy supply 

• Degradation in quality or 
reliability of services 

• Above-standard system losses 

• Incorrect targeting, late 
delivery or non-delivery of 
service 

• Conflict with other users of 
resources 

 

Acclimatise Business Risks 
Pathways Model © 2008 
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THE INFO BELOW HAS BEEN SENT TO ALL INVITEES BY WAY OF 
BACKGROUND 

Workshop briefing note 

 

1. What trends in Albania’s climate have been observed?  
 
Figure 1 shows trends in average annual temperatures at various Albanian cities from 1961 to 2000. In 
general, a decreasing trend was observed until the mid-1980s, and temperatures have been increasing 
since then. In the last 15 years, a positive temperature trend has been observed at almost all 
meteorological stations. Since the 1980s, the numbers of very hot days (when temperatures exceeded 
35oC) has increased, whereas the numbers of very cold days (with temperatures below -5oC) has 
decreased. These recent increases are in line with global trends. According to the IPCC Fourth 
Assessment Report (2007), eleven of the twelve years from 1995 to 2006 rank among the twelve 
warmest years in the instrumental record of global surface temperature (since 1850). 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Temperature trends from 1961 – 2000 in selected Albanian cities. [Source: Bruci, E. Climate 
variability and trends in Albania, Institute of Energy, Water and Environment, Polytechnic University, 
2008] 
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Figure 2 shows the trend in annual precipitation across Albania from 1961 – 1990, based on data 
recorded at 22 stations across the country. In general, annual precipitation across Albania 
decreased over this period. The decreasing trend is significant for the Ishmi River basin, in the 
downstream basin of the Mat River and in the upper part of the Vjosa River basin. In the northern 
Albanian Alps, a slight positive trend is observed, but this is not significant. 
 

 
Figure 2: Trends in annual precipitation (%) from 1961 – 1990 across Albania. (Blue colours represent a 
reduction in precipitation). [Source: Bruci, E. Climate variability and trends in Albania, Institute of 
Energy, Water and Environment, Polytechnic University, 2008] 
 

2. What future changes in climate are projected? 
 
Projected climatic changes in Albania over coming decades (see Figures 3 and 4) include: 
 

 Increased average temperatures, with increases of 1 to 2°C by the 2020s and 2 to 3°C by the 
2050s, compared to the present day, 

  Increased risk of heat-waves,  
 Decreased annual average precipitation, with summers showing the greatest seasonal 

decrease, 
 Increased risk of intense precipitation events, with consequent increased flash flood risk,  
 Sea level rise in coastal areas, leading to increased flood risks. 

% change in 
annual 
precipitation 
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Figure 3: Changes in temperatures (relative to 1901-50) across southern Europe: Observed from 
1906-2005 (black line), simulated by IPCC AR4 climate models (red envelope), and projected from 
2001-2100 by IPCC AR4 climate models, for the A1B emissions scenario (orange envelope). [Source: 
IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, Working Group 1, 2007] 
 

 
Figure 4: Projected changes in temperature and precipitation over Europe across a range of climate 
models under the A1B greenhouse gas emissions scenario. Top row: Annual mean, winter (DJF) and 
summer (JJA) temperature change between 1980 to 1999 and 2080 to 2099, averaged over 21 
climate models. Bottom row: same as top, but showing percentage change in precipitation. 
[Source: IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, Working Group 1, 2007] 
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3. Potential impacts of climate change on the energy sector 
 
Most of Albania’s energy infrastructure has been built to design codes based on historic climate 
data. Older assets will require decisions in coming years regarding rehabilitation, upgrade or 
replacement.  This poses both a challenge and an opportunity in relation to climate change. 
 
Albania’s First National Communication to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (2002), highlighted some key vulnerabilities of the country’s energy sector. The National 
Communication identified the effects of rising temperatures on energy demand for space heating, 
space cooling, water heating and refrigeration. It estimated that rising temperatures could lead to 
a reduction in energy demand for space heating in the residential sector of between 12% - 16% by 
2025, compared to the 1990 baseline. But energy demand drivers are clearly not limited to 
temperature, with precipitation, wind speed and cloud cover also being important factors.   
 
Some of the climate vulnerabilities and potential risks to energy assets in Albania can be 
summarised as follows: 
 

 Albania’s reliance on hydropower makes the country vulnerable to severe drought.  

 During droughts, power cuts are common and have significant impacts on the economy. 
Projections of drier conditions could lead to reduced hydropower potential in the country.  

 Precipitation changes can also affect sediment loads, potentially leading to increased 
requirements for dredging or reduced output from hydropower facilities, if dredging is not 
undertaken. 

 Thermal power plants may also be vulnerable to climate change, through reductions in 
availability of water for cooling and reduced efficiencies of turbines under conditions of 
higher temperature and relative humidity. 

 Assets located on the coast could be vulnerable to rising sea levels. 

 Solar and wind power are sensitive to changes in sunshine hours (cloud cover) and wind 
speeds. 

 Extreme climatic events can affect electricity transmission; disrupt oil and gas production 
and impact the integrity of transmission pipelines. 
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Glossary 
 
Adaptation 
Actions to reduce the vulnerability of natural and human systems to climate change effects. For instance, an 
adaptation action that can be taken to reduce the damaging effects of rising sea levels is to build higher sea 
defences. Various types of adaptation exist, e.g. anticipatory and reactive, private and public, and 
autonomous and planned.  
 
AR4 
The Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC, released in 2007.  
 
Baseline  
The reference against which change is measured, e.g. ‘baseline climate’ is normally defined as the period 
1961-1990. 
 
Carbon dioxide (CO2) 
CO2 is a naturally occurring gas, and a by-product of burning fossil fuels or biomass, of land-use changes and 
of industrial processes. It is the main greenhouse gas produced by man that is driving climate change. 
 
Climate change 
Climate change refers to any change in climate that lasts for an extended period, typically decades or 
longer, whether due to natural variability or as a result of human activity.   
 
Climate hazards 
Climate variables which have consequences for the system being studied (in this case, Albania’s energy 
sector). The main climate hazards to be discussed at the workshop are temperature, precipitation, relative 
humidity, sunshine, winds, sea level rise and extreme events such as storms. 
 
Climate impacts 
The effects that climate hazards have on a given system (in this case, Albania’s energy sector), e.g. 
reductions in rainfall have impacts on hydropower generation. 
 
Climate variability 
Climate variability refers to variations in the average state of climate. Rainfall, for instance, has high natural 
variability, which makes it difficult to detect a climate change signal. 
 
General Circulation Models / Global Climate Models (GCMs) 
A computer-based numerical model of the climate system. GCMs are developed and run by climate 
modelling centres around the world and are used to project changes in climate.   
 
Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) 
Greenhouse gases absorb and emit infrared radiation. This property causes the greenhouse effect. Water 
vapour (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4) and ozone (O3) are the primary 
greenhouse gases in the earth’s atmosphere.  
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change was formed in 1988 by the World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), and is the international 
advisory body on climate change. 
 
Mitigation 
Actions to reduce man-made effects on the climate system. These include actions to reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gases (such as energy efficiency measures or the use of renewable energy resources), as well as 
actions to increase greenhouse gas sinks (such as planting forests).  
 
Risk 
Risk is the product of the likelihood (or probability) of an event occurring and the magnitude of its 
consequence.  
 
Scenario 
A plausible description of how the future may develop. Scenarios are not predictions or forecasts, but are 
useful to provide a view of the implications of actions. 
 
Sensitivity 
Sensitivity is the amount by which a system is affected, either adversely or beneficially, by climate variability 
or climate change. For instance, the efficiency of gas turbines is sensitive to temperature. As temperatures 
rise, efficiency falls. 
 
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) 
To provide a basis for estimating future climate change, the IPCC prepared the Special Report on Emissions 
Scenarios in 2000. It provides 40 greenhouse gas and sulphate aerosol emission scenarios based on different 
assumptions about demographic, economic and technological factors. The emissions scenarios are fed into 
Global Climate Models, to project future changes in climate. 
 
Threshold 
A property of a system where the relationship between the input and the output changes suddenly. For 
example, the height of a flood defence represents a critical threshold – if water levels exceed the defence 
height, flooding will occur. It is important to identify climate-related thresholds as they indicate rapid 
changes in the level of risk.  
 
Timeslice 
Projections of climate change are usually given for three timeslices – the 2020s, 2050s and the 2080s. The 
projections are a 30-year average, centred around each of the given 
timeslices, (ie. the 2020s is 2010 – 2039). Climate models cannot predict what the specific climate will be in 
any given year, due in part to the inter-annual variability of climate 
variables, so the projections are 30-year averages of future climate. 
 
Uncertainty 
An expression of the degree to which a value is unknown (e.g. the future state of the climate system). 
Uncertainty can result from lack of information or from disagreement about what is known or even 
knowable. 
 




